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prologue

• suppose you’re an IMAGINATIVE young
apprentice in the year 1472
• Gutenberg has been printing boOks for
over 20 years
• You have a great idea to use this
exciting new technology for stories
• So, You write a story and approach the
merchants’ guild for funds to
publish it as a bOok
• what happens next?

reaction

• There are several possibilities, some
negative, some positive
• Negative:
– I don’t like stories, I much prefer music
– This is an expensive technology which
should be used for more serious books
– exposure to stories will undermine public
morals
– What if servants and children were to
read these?!
– People will read instead of work!

Positive … ish

• As for the positive reactions, they all
begin with the same qualifier
• “let’s do it, but”:
– Not yet
– Can you change it, so that readers will
learn the history of bavaria?
– Take out the dragons; there’s no such
thing as dragons
– Make it more melodious when it’s read
aloud, so that people will appreciate the
language
– It’s going to need more pictures

today

• scoOt forward 500 or so years
• Suppose you’re an IMAGINATIVE young
academic
• Computers have been available for 20 years
• You have a great idea to use this
exciting new technology for games
• So, You design a game and apply for a
grant to write it as a program
• what happens next?

reaction

• Well, it’s pretty much as it was before
• Negative:
– I don’t like games, I much prefer books
– This is an expensive technology which
should be used for more serious programs
– exposure to games will undermine public
morals
• And make players agGreSsive

– What if children were to play these?!
– People will play instead of work!
• And become adDicted

Positive … ish

• the positive reactions also begin with
the same qualifier
• “let’s do it, but”:
– Not yet
– Can you change it, so that players will
learn how to multiply matrices?
– Take out the dragons; there’s no such
thing as dragons
– Make it more dramatic when it’s
played, so that people will appreciate the
story
– It’s going to need fewer pictures

introduction

• So, in this talk I’m going to be arguing
that games are games
• They’re many other things, too, but
they’re games above anything else
• I’m making this point because they’re often
treated as if their being games was
of only minor significance
• It happens in two main areas, which are
(surprisingly?) inter-related
– Games as EDUCATION
– Games as ART

More eggs from your hens

Games as art

• I’ll begin by looking at games as ART
• I still hear, with depreSsing frequency,
media commentators asking “can games
ever be art?”
• Games are already art!
• How could they not be art?
• Art isn’t something games could in time,
if they work really hard, aspire to be
• They already are art
• More specifically, game design is art

articulation

• This is because through their game
designs, designers articulate what
they can’t say any other way
• If they could say it another way, why
are they designing games and not:
–
–
–
–
–
–

Writing stories
Composing symphonies
Choreographing baLlets
Painting landscapes
Screenwriting movies
Doing whatever it is poets do?

Where’s the art

• When people look at the art of games
from the outside, they will naturally
use external measures
– Story is today accepted as an art form, so
game stories can clearly be art
– Graphics involve pictures, which can be art
– Animation is a reluctantly accepted as art
– Voice acting is an art

• Killing pretend monsters, however,
isn’t an art
– Except in anglo-saxon epic poetry, then it is

Game art

• ALl these creative positions are art
forms in their own right
• They’re not the art of games, though
– Any more than acting, cinematography, music,
costume design and screenwriting are the
art of film-making

• The ART of game design lies in what
games alone can deliver
• That means the gameplay
• Game designers speak to players
through the gameplay of their games

emotion

• “but can a game ever make a player
cry?”
• There’s a One-word answer to this
• permadeath

education

• So what does this have to do with
EDUCATION?
• in the same way that a game’s artistic
payload is carried by its gameplay, so is
its educational payload
• Why would you choose a game to teach
something through story or fiction?
• Games aren’t about these things
• Games are about gameplay
• books and film handle story beTter

physics

• Likewise, if you want to teach how the
physical world works, just use a
simulation
• Real-world physics often gets in the way
of gameplay and is abstracted out
• Example: when you stop running, you do
so instantly, with no momentum
– like in road runner cartoons

• double jumps are common, so you can
do a second jump while jumping
– No physical explanation

Not helping

• Unfortunately, games can actually
teach some things outside gameplay
• If you read a boOk set in ancient greece,
you’re going to learn a lot of names of
ancient greek cities
• The same applies to games set in greece
• i can list every country in europe
because i’ve played far too many games
set in europe
• Yet Those games were nothing to do
with learning the geography of europe

unfortunately

• I said “unfortunately” back there
because if games can teach facts, people
assume they can teach anything
• Games are exceLlent at teaching facts
• Critical point: the game must not be
about learning those facts
• Facts are learned indirectly, through
osmosis
– Not through the gameplay!

• However, Games are weak at teaching
what teachers want to teach: skiLls

Games & skills

• Games are hopeleSs at teaching skills
– Except social skills in multi-player

• This is for threE reasons
1. Skills aren’t easily reskinNable
– How can you disguise matrix multiplication as
something else?

2. You may learn the wrong skill
– you’ll learn to type playing text adventures,
but you won’t learn to touch-type

3. Processes get in the way of gameplay
– The games end up being about the process

skills

• If you don’t have a skill, you can’t play
a game that requires that skill
– Again, Except for social skills

• Furthermore, If you try to sneak in
skill-learning, the resulting game will be
about the skill you want to teach
• This means that for people to find the
game fun, they would have to find the
skill itself intrinsicalLy fun
• So ... Why then would you need a game?
Just let them do it anyway if it’s fun!

Meanwhile, in THE 1940S

• During the 1940s, the uk’s crown film
unit churned out over 300 films
– ALl of them were documentaries – many very good!

• The thing is, though, they were
documentaries
• Although some (such as more eggs from
your hens) were entertaining, they
weren’t about entertainment
– They were about conveying information

• only serious films were funded

70 years later

• Games today, like films 70 years ago,
need to be “serious” to attract funding
• Yet where is the british film industry as a
result of our 1940s seriousness?
– Well, Our tv documentaries are often
superb…

• Hollywood came and ate our lunch
• Where will the games industry be if the
only public money available is for gamesas-anything-but-games?

gameplay

• Ok, so although games can teach facts
very well, so can other media
• also, games aren’t good for teaching
skills
• Is there anything, then, that games can
teach which no other medium can teach?
• Well they naturaLly teach through
their gameplay, which is about
strategic thinking and problem-solving
• The game-exclusive educational
payload therefore delivers meta-skiLls

Meta-skills

• Meta-skills are picked up from
playing lots of difFerent games
• These are high-quality problemsolving, solution-seeking skills
• Players benefit hugely from acquiring
and honing these
– Society really nEeds people who can analyse
and discuss, interpret and create

• Unfortunately, these are not skills you
can easily test for directly in exams
– They also take time to build up

Playing skills

• Games are magnificent for learning
meta-skills!
• People who have a yen for them generally
come across as being smart individuals
• I do believe that if you play enough games
you can become much betTer at
problem-solving
– Because i’ve seen it hapPen

• However, i don’t know if just
anyone can learn meta-skills or if it
comes from awakening latent talent

EDUCATIONAL GAMES

• MOST GAME DESIGNERS DON’T HAVE A HIGH
OPINION OF EDUCATIONAL GAMES
• THIS ISN’T BECAUSE THEY DON’T LIKE
EDUCATION
– IT’S BECAUSE THEY LIKE GAME DESIGN

• THE LOGIC BEHIND EDUCATIONAL GAMES IS:
– GAMES = FUN!
– EDUCATION = UNFUN
– THEREFORE GAMES+EDUCATION = FUN EDUCATION!

• THE REALITY IS:

– GAMES+EDUCATION = UNFUN GAMES

ophelia

academia

• If I want to teach using a picture
and I can’t draw, I should get an
artist
• If I want to teach using a game and I
can’t design, I should get a designer

Art of games design

• For educational games, you need people who
understand both education and games
• Educators would laugh if a game
designer created a learning system
using a ridiculously naïve pedagogy
• yet they wonder why game designers
laugh at the games they create
• Now, though, educators are getting
designers involved in serious games
– Likewise for other fields, eg. economics

Summing up

• Games can teach facts, but they’re no
more fun if they’re about those facts
than a novel about them would be
– You have to make the facts incidental

• Games can teach skiLls, but only if
they’re about those skills
– which isn’t FUN
– Or it is, but then why do you neEd a game?

• Games are unequaLled at teaching
high-order problem-solving
– But it takes time and is very hard to test

conclusion

• If you want to make games to teach a
skill, make sure you realLy do
want to use them
• Ask a game designer for help with
the game design
– Even game design undergraduates are
better than the average non-games professor

• However, Don’t give your tame game
designer complete creative freEdom
– They know about game design but not
about teaching...

